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‘WHERE PASSION MEETS PERFORMANCE’ 
 

 

 

HOOD YOUR EYES DRILL 
 

 

From years of living from a respectful and reverent pilot perspective, we flight deck mates all 

looked at the ‘Big Picture’ before progressing to the ‘Smaller Picture’.  

 

“What does that mean?” you ask. 

 

Making a trans-Pacific flight from ‘Vancouver, Canada’ to ‘Sydney, Australia’ was a 

considerable journey! The flight covered a very large expanse of ‘Mother Nature’ offering up a 

full variety of conditions. Use your imagination. They were all there sooner or later! Many in our 

own faces!  

 

One ‘British Airways Heavy’ (747) destined for the South East Asia experienced dense volcanic 

dust particles enroute that caused friction and thus enormous ‘Electrostatic Charges’ (‘St. Elmo’s 

Fire’) to build up on the wing surfaces and throughout the entire aircraft. This soon interfered 

with communications and eventually disrupted ‘Digital Electronic Signals’ within the expansive 

onboard computer systems. Engine failure resulted! All four engines! Falling tens of thousands of 

feet from above flight level 40 to below 10,000 feet above the Pacific Ocean at night is a test of 

cool will and more! The outcome was better than one could ever imagine!  

 

When flight planning, we consider the ‘Big Picture’ so we can manage the smaller details. Had 

the flight crew of the above ‘BA Heavy’ done a thorough ‘Pre-Flight’ they would have known 

about the volcanic eruption and very likely avoided the shared memorable moments. 

 

When we examine the full green for the ‘Big Picture’, look at all of the surrounding area as well 

as the entire ‘Dance Floor’. Once accomplished, crouch low behind the ball and look ‘Down The 

Line’ (‘DTL’). Cover both sides of your face and eyes with the palms of your hands. Less diffuse 

light will enter your eyes. The gathered information will be very ‘Gun-Barreled’ ... very specific. 

This precisely narrowed perspective will sharpen your final ‘Pre-Shot Preparation’ both ‘Mental 

and Physical’. You shall be better prepared!     

 

 

 

“Welcome Aboard!” 

 “Enjoy The Ride!” 
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